
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

When they ______________________ in the courtyard after their return, a
soldier suddenly fell unconscious.
1.

(review)
were being reviewed

They had had perforce to remain upon the vessel whilst cargo
__________________ on and shipped off.
2.

(take)was being taken

The more Giles thought about Franklin, the more he was certain that he
was the man for whom search _________________.
3.

(make)was being made

The squaws and children ___________________ to a safe distance, and a
quick flight was in preparation.
4.

(take)
were being taken

As I became more familiar with the movement, as it
_______________________ elsewhere, and from my own study and
observation, I reached some definite conclusions.

5.

(propagate)
was being propagated

Birse was a little behind, but a conversation ____________________ by
shouting.
6.

(keep up)
was being kept up

As no person was visible, I was puzzled, and went up-stairs by a back
staircase, and ascertained that none of my family had left their bedrooms, and
that certainly no trick ___________________ me.

7.

(play)was being played

While she was under the protecting shade of the trees another little drama
____________________ on the verandah of the station-house.
8.

(enact)was being enacted

Along the street the lamps _____________________ and their flickering
gleams sent the shadows hiding in building and alley.
9.

(light)
were being lighted

Her convent breeding came out frequently in a sort of quaint politeness of
manner, and it provoked him a little to find that he ____________________
with a sort of deference due to a superior in age or in experience.

10.

(treat)
was being treated

I did not answer that remark, because he did not really know very much
about Oxford, and his occasional hobby was that the country
___________________ by too many games.

11.

(ruin)was being ruined
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Always she felt that she _____________________, but, try as she would,
never could catch so much as a fleeting glimpse of the rider who lurked on
her trail.

12.

(follow)

was being followed

When consciousness returned to her the sweet freshness of the summer
night was about her; the soft darkness enveloped her like a mantle, and she
__________________ along carefully in someone's arms.

13.

(bear)was being borne

My attendance upon the severely sick became more taxing because of
the exceeding concern in the immediate environment, that the pangs of
starvation ___________________ to the pangs of disease.

14.

(add)were being added

Some casks of rum _____________________ on board from a lighter,
bringing the ship still more over.
15.

(hoist)
were being hoisted

Meanwhile, the waterways ______________________.16. (improve)were being improved

She felt that without volition she ____________________ away to
unknown blissful regions.
17.

(carry)
was being carried

Elections for this assembly __________________ throughout Germany.18.
(hold)

were being held

As he ___________________ past the rock he threw out one hand and
grasped the edge of it, then the water slammed him against it with great force.
19.

(dash)

was being dashed

Soon, of the pupils left to her, there were only two whose schooling
_________________ for.
20.

(pay)was being paid
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